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WIDEO STREAM

method, an image of a user is combined and transparently

displayed with a computer desktop. The user may point to or
manipulate desktop images by making predetermined move
ments. Images of multiple users in different locations may be
combined and displayed on the desktop to facilitate collabo
ration among users, such as collaborative programming.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR CONTROLLING A
COMPUTER USING AVIDEO IMAGE AND FOR
COMBINING THE VIDEO IMAGE WITH A
COMPUTER DESKTOP
RELATED APPLICATIONS

0001) This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi
sional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/486,516, filed Jul. 11,
2003, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.
GOVERNMENT INTEREST

0002 This invention was made with Government support
under Grant No. R82-795901-3 awarded by the U.S. Envi
ronmental Protection Agency. The Government has certain
rights in the invention.
TECHNICAL FIELD

0003. The present disclosure relates to methods and sys
tems for combining images of computer users with computer
interfaces. More particularly, the present disclosure provides
methods and systems for controlling a computer using a
Video image and for combining the video image with a
computer desktop.
BACKGROUND ART

0004. In recent years, there has been increasing emphasis
on developing teleworking applications and the supporting
infrastructure. Teleworking generally includes telecommut
ing (the ability of an employee to work from home) and
distance education.

0005. The benefits of telecommuting can be felt in both
urban and rural areas. Telecommuters in urban areas can

avoid commuting to the office each workday, thereby reduc
ing stress on the employee, increasing the amount of time
available for work, and reducing automobile emissions. In
rural areas, employees can work for employers located in
urban areas without needing to commute or relocate. Rural
areas reap the economic benefits of having a higher-paid
workforce without the burden of building and maintaining a
transportation infrastructure. Distance education provides
similar benefits by permitting students to have some flex
ibility in course scheduling and providing rural areas access
to educational resources.

0006 Where teleworking applications fall short is in their
support for collaborative development efforts. For example,
recent trends in software development involve paired pro
gramming, where programmers work side-by-side at the
same computer terminal developing the same portion of
code. Programmers working in pairs are believed to produce
more lines of code with fewer errors than programmers
working alone. Paired programming involves a high level of
Verbal and non-verbal interaction between the programmers.
Many existing teleworking applications Support some level
of interaction between participants, but typically require
participants to divide their attention between different por
tions of a display device to view the person speaking and the
Subject matter being discussed. In some cases, special net
working hardware is required. In addition, control of a single
pointing device is often shared between collaborating users,
which can impede the flow of communication since one user
may need to Surrender control of the pointing device to

permit the other user to visually indicate the subject being
discussed. Thus, existing computer interfaces that section
alize a computer display between video images of users and
the application being discussed are unsuitable for paired
programming.
0007 Another area in which existing computer interfaces
fall short is education. Computer-based presentations are
becoming increasingly common, both in business settings
and educational settings. During a presentation, the pre
senter may wish to visually refer to a portion of a presen
tation slide, typically using a pointer Stick or laser pointer.
To align the pointer with the desired object on the computer
interface, the presenter may need to move away from the
computer being used to control the presentation slides and
then back to advance the presentation to the next slide. The
back and forth movement of the presenter may be distracting
to the viewers and may interrupt the flow of the presentation.
The members of the audience may have to divide their
attention between the slide being presented and the pre
senter, which may detract from the quality of the presenta
tion. In addition, depending on the size and position of the
display, the presenter may not be able to satisfactorily
indicate the portion of the presentation slide being refer
enced.

0008 Accordingly, there is a need to provide methods
and systems for controlling a computer using a video image
and for combining the video image with a displayed com
puter desktop image.
SUMMARY

0009. In accordance with one aspect of the present dis
closure, a method for controlling a computer using a video
image is provided. According to this method, a video stream
is captured. The video stream is made up of a plurality of
video frames. At least some of the video frames are analyzed
to determine a location of an object. The location of the
object may be used to control one or more programs being
executed by the computer. The video stream is combined
with a user interface stream generated by the computer
operating system, thereby forming a composite video
stream. The composite video stream is displayed using a
display device.
0010. In accordance with another aspect of the present
disclosure, a method for combining a video image of a user
with a computer desktop interface is provided. According to
this method, a video stream containing a live image of a
computer user is captured. The video stream is transparently
combined with an image of a computer desktop. The com
bined image is then displayed. The combined image includes
a transparent or partially transparent image of the user and
an image of the computer desktop. The user can indicate
objects on the desktop to a viewer of the display using the
user's image on the desktop.
0011. As used herein, the terms “desktop' and “desktop
interface' are intended to refer to a graphical user interface
that allows control of programs executing on the computer.
Neither of these terms is intended to be limited to a specific
computer operating system.
0012. The methods described herein for controlling a
computer using a video image and for combining the video
image with a computer desktop may be implemented in
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hardware, Software, firmware, or any combination thereof.
In one exemplary implementation, the methods described
herein may be implemented as computer executable instruc
tions embodied in a computer readable medium. Exemplary
computer-readable media suitable for use with the imple
mentations described herein include disk storage devices,
chip memory devices, and downloadable electrical signals
that carry computer-executable instructions.

0021 Console 104 may also include interface hardware,
Such as a graphics interface card, to Support display device
102. The graphics interface card preferably provides stan
dard 3D graphics capabilities and may interface with appli
cation Software using the OpenGL standard. In one imple
mentation, an nVidia GeForce4 graphics interface card was
used. One feature that is preferably provided by the graphics
card is the ability to transparently combine images. This
feature will be described in further detail below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0013 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
personal computer system that may be used to implement
one embodiment of the present disclosure;
0014 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
method for controlling a computer using a video image and
for combining the video image with a computer desktop
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
0.015 FIG. 3 is a diagram of an exemplary composited
image displayed on a user display device in accordance with
the present disclosure;
0016 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary software
architecture of a system for combining the video image with
a computer desktop according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
0017 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
method for combining two video images with a computer
desktop according to an embodiment of the present disclo
Sure; and

0018 FIG. 6 is a diagram of an exemplary composited
image using two input video streams in accordance with the
disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0019. The present disclosure provides systems and meth
ods for creating a novel user interface that Supports not only
single-user interactions with a personal computer, but also
close pair collaboration, such as that found in distributed
pair programming. In one implementation, the methods and
systems may be implemented using a personal computer.
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary personal
computer system that may be used to implement the inven
tion. Personal computer 100 includes a display device 102.
console 104, and camera 106. A variety of suitable display
devices 102 may be used, including a cathode ray tube
(CRT) display, a liquid crystal display, or a projection
display. Display device 102 does not require any particular
display resolution or color capabilities in order to implement
the methods and systems described herein.
0020 Console 104 may be of any commercially available
or custom architecture and may be based on a variety of
microprocessor architectures, including an Intel-style pro
cessor, a Motorola-style processor, MIPS, and others. Con
sole 104 may include Supporting memory, Such as RAM and
ROM, and storage devices, including magnetic disk drives
and optical drives. Console 104 may also include an oper
ating system that provides interface functionality between
Software applications and the underlying hardware. In one
implementation, an Apple Macintosh running MacOS X
10.2 was used.

0022 Camera 106 interfaces to console 104 using a
suitable high speed interface, such as IEEE 1394, also
referred to as FireWire. Camera 106 is preferably capable of
providing a video signal at 30 frames per second for best
performance. Stored video. Such as from a digital versatile
disk (DVD), may be used to produce a video stream in place
of or in addition to the camera 106. In one implementation,
an OrangeMicro iBot camera was used to produce color
video images of user 108 at 30 frames per second with a
resolution of 640 pixels by 480 pixels.
0023 Although the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1
includes a single camera, the present disclosure is not
limited to using a single camera to capture video images of
the user or the user's environment. In an alternate imple
mentation, multiple cameras may be used. For example, one
camera may be trained on the user and the other camera may
be trained on a whiteboard in the users office. In such an

implementation, the image of the user and the image of the
whiteboard may be combined with the desktop image and
sent to a remote user so that the remote user can see the local

user, the local user's desktop, and the whiteboard.
0024. As shown in FIG. 1, camera 106 is placed in
proximity to display device 102 and is directed toward user
108. As described in greater detail below, display device 102
displays a composite image of the computer desktop and a
video stream of user 108 generated by camera 106. In one
exemplary implementation, the image of user 108 appears
on display device 102 as if the user is viewing the desktop
from behind. By placing camera 106 in front of the user 108,
the user 108 is able to easily self-register an image the user's
finger 110 with a desired location on the screen. That is,
because the image of user 108 appears to be behind the
desktop and camera 106 is located in front of user 108, when
user 108 points to an object on the desktop, the user's image
points at the same object. This alignment of camera 106.
user 108, the user image, and the desktop image has been
found to be very convenient for collaborative applications,
Such as paired programming, where two users are viewing
text or objects on the same desktop.
0025. In addition to the display aspect, the present dis
closure may also include a control aspect. For example, user
108 may make predetermined movements of finger 110 to
control one or more programs executing on computer 100.
In one implementation, the user may train computer 100 to
recognize certain movements as mouse clicks or other
events to allow user 108 to interact with application pro
grams.

0026 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
method of providing the user interface in accordance with
one aspect of the present disclosure. The method may be
implemented as an application running on computer 100 or
may be integrated into the operating system. Referring to
FIG. 2, camera 106 generates a video stream which is used
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as an input to video capture process 202. Video capture
process 202 may provide various options for handling the
incoming video stream, Such as displaying the incoming
video stream on display device 102, storing the video stream
on one of the storage devices included in console 104, and/or
forwarding the video stream to video intercept process 204.
Video intercept process 204 provides an interface to other
processes and applications to permit real time processing of

user input devices, such as a trackball, joystick, or tablet. In
FIG. 2, mouse driver process 208 passes information about
control events, such as "click' events and "drag events, to
application 210. In one exemplary implementation, a mouse
click event may be indicated by the disappearance and
re-appearance of the thimble within a predetermined time
period. In order to initiate the event, the users may cover
then uncover the thimble. Audio cues or commands may also

the video stream. In an embodiment of the invention, video

be used to initiate and/or terminate a control event. Other

intercept process 204 receives the incoming video stream
from video capture process 202.
0027. In accordance with one aspect of the disclosure,
video intercept process 204 forwards the video stream to a
custom video analysis process 206. The video analysis
process 206 provides analysis techniques to extract the
position of objects in the video frame. In particular, the
coordinates of an object of interest, such as a user's fingertip.
are determined and passed to the user interface of the
computer, shown in FIG. 2 as the mouse driver process 208.
In order to facilitate recognition of the user's fingertip, the
user may wear a thimble of a predetermined color that
preferably does not occur frequently in nature. In one
exemplary implementation, the thimble may be a fluorescent

events may be defined by the user using mouse gesture

red color.

0028. The coordinates of the object of interest may be
determined by converting each frame of the video stream
into a two-color image by applying a filter. The filter may
pass a specific color and block others. The resulting image
shows a concentration of pixels corresponding to the loca
tion of the object of interest. If the image contains more than
one concentration of pixels, the largest concentration of
pixels closest to the previous location of the object of
interest may be selected to be the object of interest. The
center of the concentration is determined and used as the

location of the object of interest.
0029. Other algorithms for object detection and tracking
may be used in video analysis process 206. Such as edge
detection or motion detection. An example algorithm for
edge detection uses image analysis to determine the gradient
of a greyscale colorspace image to find the most likely edges
of objects. An object may then be searched for by looking for
particular shapes or sizes of objects and thereby determining
their placement in the image.
0030 Motion detection algorithms detect objects in
motion in a video stream by detecting differences between
two subsequent video frames. The areas of difference cor
respond to objects in the video field of view that have
moved. In a system such as the video analysis process 206,
this can be used to find frequently moving objects, such as
fingertips or other object of interest that a user is using to
direct the video, against a nominally non-moving back
ground. Other approaches in video analysis process 206 may
combine algorithms into new discovery techniques, such as
using color filtering to provide a sample set of possible
objects of interest and edge detection to further refine the set
into the specific objects requested.
0031. The location of the object of interest is passed to
the mouse driver process 208, for example as a coordinate
pair. The mouse driver process 208 translates the coordinate
pair into a format understandable by the application 210. It
should be appreciated that the term “mouse' is used generi
cally to describe a user input device and may include other

definition software, such as Cocoa Gestures available for the

Apple Macintosh platform.
0032) Application 210 may be the computer operating
system or an application running on the computer. Based on
the type of mouse events reported to the application 210, the
application 210 may update or change the information that
is displayed on computer display device 102. For example,
a window containing an application may be opened, closed,
or resized and this change is displayed on display device
102. Application 210 may forward the updated display
information to application stream process 212. Application
stream process 212 may be provided as part of the computer
operating system to provide a uniform interface for an
application to update its appearance on the computer display
102. Application stream process 212 acts as an input to the
transparency process 214, which may alter properties of the
application stream. The output from transparency process
214 is forwarded to the compositing process 216.
0033 Video analysis process 206 forwards the inter
cepted video stream to video altering process 218. Video
altering process 218 may incorporate various real time filters
and effects to manipulate the video stream. For example, an
animated overlay layer may be added to the video stream to
mark-up archived content. An edge detection filter may also
be used to create a minimally intrusive line-drawing effect
for the feedback video, which may influence the level of
transparency of the video stream that is set by transparency
process 214. Video altering process 218 forwards the altered
video stream to the visual feedback process 220. Visual
feedback process 220 may perform additional image
manipulations to provide feedback to the user with regard to
the position of the pointer. The manipulations may include
horizontally reversing the images of the video stream to
produce a mirror image to provide meaningful feedback to
the user concerning the location of his hand relative to the
desired pointer location on the desktop. The altered video
stream is forwarded to transparency process 214, which may
change the display properties of the video stream. The video
stream is made up of a series of video frames and an alpha
channel. The value of the alpha channel determines the level
of transparency of the video frame images. The OpenGL
standard provides an interface for changing, among other
things, the alpha channel of the video stream. Transparency
process 214 forwards the video stream to compositing
process 216.
0034 Compositing process 216 combines the video
stream and the application stream into a single output stream
which is displayed on display device 102. Compositing
process 216 takes advantage of the powerful image process
capabilities of 3D graphics interface cards. The video stream
and the application stream images are combined to form a
single video stream that is forwarded to the screen buffer and
displayed on display device 102 for viewing by the user. The
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transparency of each stream, which is set by the respective
transparency process 214, determines the level of opacity of
each stream.

0035 FIG. 3 is a diagram of an exemplary composite
image displayed on a user display device 102 in accordance
with the present disclosure. In this example, the video
stream of image 300 appears as a reflection of user 108 on
display device 102 and does not obscure the view of
application desktop 302 of the computer. User 108 may
control interface pointer 304 by moving his finger 110 to the
desired location on the screen. The user's image on the
screen enhances the visual feedback to the pointer's location
and allows the user to naturally correct for spatial offsets, for
example due to the camera angle or location, without a
formal camera registration process. While controlling the
location of interface pointer 304, user 108 may focus his
attention on the composite image displayed on display
device 102. As user 108 moves his finger 110 to point to the
desired location on the desktop, user 108 observes the
corresponding movement of the interface pointer 304. If
interface pointer 304 is not at the desired location, user 108
may adjust the position of his finger 110 until interface
pointer 304 is at the desired location. This self-registration
process permits the user to change his location with respect
to the camera and still control the location of interface

pointer 304. Thus, user 108 is not tied to a particular location
with respect to the camera in order to control the user
interface.

0036 FIG. 3 shows interface pointer 304 displayed in a
diagnostic mode. The area around the point of interest, in
this case the image of the user's finger 110, is displayed as
a two-color image. The dark portion of the image corre
sponds to the location of colored thimble 306 worn on the
user's finger 110. As previously discussed, the coordinates
of thimble 306 on the desktop may be determined by
filtering the image and determining a location of a concen
tration of pixels that correspond to the location of the point
of interest. In FIG.3, the concentration of pixels corresponds
to the location of thimble 306. The center of the concentra

tion of pixels is determined and used as the location of the
point of interest, and the desktop pointer would be moved to
that location.

0037 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the software archi
tecture in accordance with one embodiment of the present
disclosure. The embodiment described with reference to

FIG. 4 is based on MacOS X operating system. However, it
should be emphasized that the present disclosure is not
limited to any particular computer operating system or
hardware platform.
0038) Referring to FIG.4, live video (e.g., QuickTimeTM
digital video) 402 or archived video files 404 are used to
produce a video stream. On Apple platforms, QuickTimeTM
intercepts and allows applications to handle the video stream
in the same manner regardless of the source. In addition,
QuickTimeTM provides a well-defined and powerful appli
cation programming interface (API), referred to as the
QuickTimeTM Effects layer 406, that permits the processing
of the video stream by user-defined processes.
0039. In accordance with one aspect of the present dis
closure, a custom video analysis routine, TrackerLib 408, is
implemented as a QuickTimeTM API application. TrackerLib
408 provides analysis techniques to extract positions of

objects in the video frame. In particular, the coordinates of
the user's fingertip are determined and passed to the user
interface (UI) of the computer, thereby acting like a human
interface (HI) device. The output of TrackerLib 408 is
processed by the HI device layer 410 in a manner similar to
a traditional external input device, Such as a mouse or
trackball. As described above, “click” events may be gen
erated by gestures of the user, for example by temporarily
obscuring the user's fingertip. In one embodiment, obscur
ing the user's fingertip for less than 0.5 seconds may be
interpreted by TrackerLib as a “single click'. Obscuring the
user's fingertip for more than 0.5 seconds but less than 1
second may be interpreted as a “double click”. Drag events,
which involve clicking on an object and dragging it from a
first location on the desktop to a second location, may be
generated by obscuring the user's fingertip, moving the
fingertip from a first location to a second location, and
un-obscuring the fingertip. The first and second locations are
the endpoints of the drag event.
0040 TrackerLib 408 uses positional and object bound
ary information to alter the video stream for visual feedback
to the user. In the present embodiment, various real-time
filters and effects 412 native to the operating system are used
to perform the desired image manipulations. For example,
QuickTimeTM Sprites 414 may be used to mark-up archived
content. Sprites are an animated overlay layer that may be
used for per-object visual tracking feedback and may
respond to various mouse events. Edge detection filters may
be used to create a minimally intrusive line-drawing effect
for the feedback video.

0041. The Quartz Extreme layer 416 combines the video
and UI streams into a series of OpenGL 418 textures with
appropriate alpha channels. The textures are composited by
the accelerated video hardware's 420 3D OpenGL pipeline
and sent to the display device 422. It should be appreciated
that applications other than Quartz Extreme and OpenGL
may be used to provide transparency control of the video
StreamS.

0042. In the examples described above, a single video
stream is combined with a desktop application stream and
composited to form an output stream that is displayed by a
display device. It should be appreciated, however, that the
method described in FIGS. 2 and 4 may be expanded to
include multiple input video streams. FIG. 5 is a block
diagram of an exemplary method of providing a computer
user interface using two input video streams in accordance
with another aspect of the present invention. The methods
shown in FIG. 5 have been described above with respect to
FIG. 2. As such, a description of the methods need not be
repeated herein. Each video stream is handled by a respec
tive video capture process 202 and video intercept process
204. In a shared application, TrackerLib process 206 may be
modified to examine each video input stream to determine
which stream contains information used to determine the

location of the mouse pointer. The location of the point of
interest is passed to the mouse driver process 208, which
may result in changes to the application state and application
stream as described above. TrackerLib process 206 forwards
each video stream to its respective video altering process
218, visual feedback process 220, and transparency process
214. Compositing process 216 combines the application
stream and each video stream to produce a single output
stream that is displayed on the display device. It should be
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appreciated that the method shown in FIG. 5 may be
expanded to include additional video input streams by
adding the respective processing blocks.
0.043 Collaborative desktop applications currently exist
that permit multiple users to control their own mouse pointer
on a shared desktop. To accommodate such applications, the
method depicted in FIG. 5 may be modified such that the
TrackerLib process 206 produces a mouse pointer output for
each video stream. This may be accomplished by executing
an instance of the TrackerLib process 206 for each video
stream and the respective pointer location information for
warded to the collaborative desktop application.
0044 FIG. 6 is a diagram of an exemplary composited
image displayed on a user display device showing a col
laborative desktop application in accordance with one aspect
of the invention. FIG. 6 shows an image 602 of a first user
and an image 604 of a second user combined with a
computer desktop image 606. The composite image may be
produced by combining a video stream of the first and
second users and compositing these video streams with the
desktop application stream to produce the displayed image.
In one implementation, the users may be in different loca
tions. In Such an implementation, the video stream for one
user may be sent over a network to the computer of the other
user. The receiving computer combines the two user's
images with the desktop on that computer using the process
described above. The composite image may then be trans
mitted over the network to the remote user's computer
where it is displayed. Such as implementation allows remote
collaboration, such as distributed programming. The imple
mentation may be extended to n users, where n is any
number greater than 2 that the video hardware is capable of
Supporting.
0045. In FIG. 6, the image is displayed using a projector,
although a desktop monitor may be used also. The combined
image allows each user to view the common desktop and
assist in the collaborative efforts of the users. Each user may
gain control of the shared desktop pointer as described
above or may control his own pointer.
0046. As previously noted, the methods and systems
described herein provide an effective technique for a single
user to interact with a personal computer or other computing
device. These methods and systems are also effective in
applications and devices where two users or more are
collaborating on a task or otherwise communicating Syn
chronously.
0047. In one implementation, the composite display
described above may be implemented by making the video
image of the user transparent and placing the video image of
the user on top of the desktop contents to let the desktop
contents show through. In an alternate implementation the
video image of the user may be placed behind the desktop
contents so that the desktop contents are in full view with a
faint image of the user under the desktop contents. There
may be some applications for which the video image of the
user may be composited with other video streams such that
portions of some streams may be obscured by the video
image of the user and others may obscure portions of the
video of the user. Video images may be generated live from
a camera or other real-time capture device or may come
from a stored video source, such as a movie file or data

repository. In one implementation, a live video image of the

user may be displayed simultaneously with stored video
content, such as a movie, so that the user can interact with
the movie.

0048. According to yet another feature of the present
disclosure, the level of transparency of the user and/or
desktop image may be set dynamically. During use, the user
may change the video image from nearly or fully transparent
image (where the user's image is not visible or is very faint,
to emphasize the desktop contents) to a nearly or fully
opaque image (where the user image is dominant and fully
or nearly obliterates the desktop contents) to emphasize the
Video information and communication via the user's image.
This dynamic setting may be implemented with explicit
interface Software controls, such as sliders, buttons, etc., in

the windowing software, by hardware devices, or by image
recognition of hand, arm, or face motions, or other video
image content.
0049. The methods and systems described herein can be
applied to personal computer gaming, electronic games on
platforms other than a personal computer, Such as a game
console, arcade platform, game engines running remotely
over the Internet or other network, or custom game pro
cesses embedded in other products. For example, the video
image of a user may be transparently combined with a game
display, and the user may be able to control objects in the
game display using the methods described herein.
0050. The methods and systems described herein will
function with different camera angles and locations other
than directly in front of the user. It may be appropriate for
different applications or usage contexts to have the camera
closer or further away, above or below the level-plane of the
user's eyes or at a point distant from the user to accommo
date angles that provide better ease of arm motion, pointing,
or user interactions.

0051. The methods and systems described herein allow a
single user to control a computer operating system without
the aid of a traditional pointing device, such as a mouse or
trackball. The single user embodiment may be particularly
useful when access to a traditional pointing device is not
convenient, such as during a presentation in a lecture hall.
0052 The methods and systems described herein also
allow multiple users to control a single computer operating
system. The methods described may be combined with the
networking capabilities of modern personal computers to
provide a video stream from remote locations, for example
to support teleworking and distance education applications.
0053 Applications of the methods and systems described
herein, in addition to those described above, include video

conferencing in which multiple users may desire to trans
parently register their images on the same desktop and/or
control the same desktop. Another exemplary application of
the methods and systems described herein includes scientific
visualization, 3-D graphics models, virtual reality environ
ments, or any other material in which the image displayed is
controlled by a mouse pointer. For example, in a virtual
reality environment, instead of using a mechanical mouse to
navigate through an image, the user may use the tracked
Video image of the user's finger to navigate the virtual reality
environment.

0054. In yet another application, the methods and sys
tems described herein may be used to drive any external
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devices that can be driven by a computer interface. For
example, telescopes include Software interfaces that allow
the telescopes to be driven to view particular objects. Using
the methods and systems described herein, a user may
simply point his finger at an object that the user desires the
telescope to view and the resulting image of the user's finger
may interface with the telescope control software to point
the telescope at the particular object.
0055. In yet another application, the methods and sys
tems described herein may implement an all-video desktop.
In order to implement an all-video desktop, the methods and
systems described herein may be used to track additional
objects other than the user's fingers. For example, the user's
face, and/or icons on the desktop may be tracked in the video
frame.

0056. In yet another application, the methods and sys
tems described herein may be used to facilitate control of a
computer by handicapped users. For example, for visually
handicapped users, audio signals or tactile feedback may be
provided to the user as the pointer is tracked to indicate
desktop objects being manipulated by the pointer.
0057 Yet another application for the methods and sys
tems described herein is gesture based web browsing. For
example, the application being controlled by one or more
users using the methods and systems described herein may
be a web browser. Just as a conventional web browser may
be controlled using mouse click events, the methods and
systems described herein may be used to generate such
events and allow users to control web browsers using a
convenient interface. In collaborative web browsing, video
images of multiple users may be transparently displayed
with the same web browser and each user may point to or
control interfaces associated with the web browser using the
respective users video image. Such an application is par
ticularly important for collaborative research where the
research is being performed via Internet web pages.
0058. It will be understood that various details of the
present disclosure may be changed without departing from
the scope of the present disclosure. Furthermore, the fore
going description is for the purpose of illustration only, and
not for the purpose of limitation, as the present disclosure is
defined by the claims as set forth hereinafter.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for controlling a computer using at least one
Video image of a plurality of video images, the method
comprising:
(a) capturing n video streams, n being an integer of at least
two, the n video streams each comprising a plurality of
Video frames and each comprising an image of a user;
(b) determining a location of an object in at least one of
the n video streams;

(c) controlling a program executing on the computer
based on the location of the object;
(d) combining the n video streams with a user interface
stream generated by the computer operating system,
thereby forming a composite video stream; and
(e) displaying the composite video stream.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein capturing n video
streams includes receiving a live video signal of a user
generated by a video camera.
3. The method of claim 1 wherein capturing n video
streams includes receiving a stored video signal from a
Video storage device.
4. The method of claim 1 wherein determining the loca
tion an object in at least one of then video streams includes:
(a) searching for a predetermined color in one of the n
video streams;

(b) in response to locating the predetermined color, iden
tifying an occurrence of the predetermined color having
the largest area; and
(c) determining coordinates of the center of the occur
rence of the predetermined color having the largest
aca.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein controlling a program
executing on the computer based on the location of the
object comprises:
(a) analyzing motion of the object in Successive video
frames to determine presence of a control event; and
(b) controlling the program based on the control event.
6. The method of claim 5 wherein each of the n video

streams comprises an image of a different computer user, the
object comprises an object associated with the user's hand,
and the control event comprises a pointer movement event.
7. The method of claim 5 wherein each of the n video

streams comprises an image of a different computer user, the
object comprises an object located in the users hand, and
the control event comprises a mouse click event.
8. The method of claim 1 wherein combining the n video
streams with the user interface stream generated by the
computer operating system includes horizontally reversing
frames of the n video streams to produce a mirror image of
the frames of the n video streams.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein combining the n video
streams with the user interface stream generated by the
computer operating system includes transparently overlay
ing the user interface stream on the n video streams.
10. The method of claim 1 wherein combining the n video
streams with the user interface stream generated by the
computer operating system includes transparently overlay
ing the n video streams on the user interface stream.
11. The method of claim 1 wherein combining the n video
streams with the user interface stream generated by the
computer operating system includes:
(a) adjusting a transparency level of at least one of the
user interface stream and the n video streams; and

(b) generating the composite stream from the user inter
face stream and the n video streams.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein adjusting the trans
parency level includes dynamically adjusting the transpar
ency level.
13. The method of claim 1 wherein displaying the com
posite video stream includes projecting the composite video
Stream.

14. (canceled)
15. (canceled)
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16. A method for combining a plurality of video images,
each containing an image of a user, with a computer desktop
interface, the method comprising:
(a) capturing n video streams, n being an integer of at least
two, each video stream comprising a plurality of frames
and each comprising an image of a user;
(b) transparently combining the n video streams with a
computer desktop generated by the computer operating
system, thereby forming a composite video stream; and
(c) displaying the composite video stream, wherein the
composite image includes transparent images of the
users displayed with the computer desktop.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein capturing then video
streams includes receiving a live video signal generated by
a video camera.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein combining the n
Video streams with the user interface stream generated by
the computer operating system includes horizontally revers
ing frames of the n video streams to produce a mirror image
of the frames of the n video streams.

19. The method of claim 16 wherein combining the n
Video streams with the user interface stream generated by
the computer operating system includes:
(a) adjusting a transparency level of at least one of the
user interface stream and the n video streams; and

(b) generating the composite stream from the user inter
face stream and the n video streams.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein adjusting the trans
parency level includes dynamically adjusting the transpar
ency level.
21. The method of claim 16 wherein displaying the
composite video stream includes projecting the composite
Video stream.

22. The method of claim 16 wherein displaying the
composite video stream includes displaying the composite
Video stream on a non-projection computer display device.
23. The method of claim 16 wherein displaying the
composite video stream includes displaying a mirror image
of each user with the desktop.
24. The method of claim 16 comprising controlling
objects on the desktop in response to movement of at least
one of the user images.
25. The method of claim 24 wherein controlling objects
on the desktop includes moving objects on the desktop.
26. The method of claim 24 wherein controlling objects
on the desktop includes activating programs associated with
objects on the desktop.
27. The method of claim 16 wherein the desktop com
prises the desktop of a computer local to at least one of the
USCS.

28. The method of claim 16 wherein the desktop com
prises the desktop of a computer remote from at least one of
the users.

29. The method of claim 16 wherein each of the plurality
of video streams includes an image of a different user.
30. The method of claim 29 comprising controlling desk
top objects in response to movement of user images in any
of the video streams.

31. A computer-readable storage medium containing a set
of computer-executable instructions, the set of instructions
comprising:
(a) in Video stream capturing routines, n being an integer
of at least two, each of the video stream capturing
routines for capturing a different video stream, each
video stream comprising a plurality of video frames
and an image of a user;
(b) a video frame analysis routine for determining a
location of an object in at least some of the plurality of
video frames;

(c) a driver for controlling a program executing on the
computer based on the location of the object;
(d) a video compositing routine for combining then video
streams with a user interface stream generated by the
computer operating system, thereby forming a compos
ite video stream; and

(e) a video display routine for displaying the composite
video stream.

32. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 31
wherein the user interface driving routine comprises:
(a) instructions for searching for a predetermined color in
the n video streams;

(b) instructions for identifying an occurrence of the pre
determined color having a largest area; and
(c) instructions for determining the coordinates of the
center of the occurrence of the predetermined color
having the largest area.
33. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 31
wherein the video compositing routine comprises:
(a) instructions for adjusting the transparency level of at
least one of the user interface stream and the n video

streams; and

(b) instructions for generating the composite stream from
the user interface stream and the n video streams.

34. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 31
wherein the video compositing routine comprises instruc
tions for horizontally reversing images of the n video
streams to produce a mirror image of the images of the n
Video streams.

35. A computer program product comprising computer
executable instructions embodied in a computer-readable
medium for performing steps comprising:
(a) receiving n video images, n being an integer of at least
two, each video image including an image of a com
puter user,

(b) combining the n video images with a computer
desktop image:
(c) displaying the combined image;
(d) tracking a portion of at least one of the n video images
in the combined image; and
(e) manipulating objects in the desktop image based on
the tracked portion.
36. The computer program product of claim 35 wherein
manipulating objects includes highlighting the objects.
37. The computer program product of claim 35 wherein
manipulating objects includes moving the objects.
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38. The computer program product of claim 35 wherein
manipulating objects includes activating programs associ
ated with the objects.
39. A computer system comprising:
(a) a display device;
(b) in video cameras for producing n video streams, in
being an integer of at least two, each video stream
including an image of a user, and
(c) a processing unit operatively coupled to the display
device and the n video cameras, wherein the processing
unit is adapted to:
(i) receive the n video streams, each video stream
comprising a plurality of video frames;
(ii) determine a location of a predetermined object
associated with a user in at least one of the plurality
of video frames; and

(d) control execution of a program based on the location
of the object.
40. The system of claim 39 wherein the n video cameras
are each positioned to produce a video stream including an
image of a different user.
41. The system of claim 40 wherein the different users
comprise collaborators in a distributed computer program
ming task.
42. The method of claim 1 wherein each of the n video

streams comprises an image of a different user and wherein
the program comprises a collaborative desktop application.

43. The method of claim 42 wherein the collaborative

desktop application allows each user to control his or her
own mouse pointer on a shared desktop.
44. The method of claim 1 wherein each of the n video

streams comprises an image of a different user, wherein at
least some of the users are in different locations and wherein

the program comprises a distributed computer programming
application.
45. The method of claim 29 wherein the different users

comprise collaborators in distributed computer program
ming task.
46. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 31
wherein each of the n video streams comprises an image of
a different user.

47. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 46
wherein at least some of the users are in different locations.

48. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 47
wherein the different users comprise collaborators in a
distributed computer programming task.
49. The computer program product of claim 35 wherein
each video image includes an image of a different user.
50. The computer program product of claim 49 wherein
the different users comprise collaborators in a distributed
computer programming task.

